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Abstract

The MPEG-4 standard has been proposed to provide high quality audio and video content over the Internet. This

content is represented in the form of audiovisual objects. However, different parts of the audiovisual scene are encoded

separately depending on the nature of the data to be encoded. The standard calls for a structured coding technique that

ensures synthesis of high quality audio and clear composition of the separate parts. To enhance the clarity and quality

of the signal presented to the user, custom effects are added to the audio signal. One of these effects is a reverberation

effect, which produces a decaying response to a signal from the sound source. It is one of the effects which model the

acoustic environment. We model an artificial reverberation system and suggest ways to incorporate it into the MPEG-4

standard.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Streaming audio and video content on the Internet has become increasingly popular. Several stan-

dards have been proposed for dealing with streaming audio and video. MPEG-4 is the first standard

that addresses presentation content as a set of audio visual objects. The main functionalities in

MPEG-4 are content-based coding, universal accessibility, and coding efficiency [2].

Traditional audio coding techniques can be divided into two categories. Lossless encoders remove

entropic redundancy from the sound signal. This redundancy exists due to the fact that successive

samples of the data are correlated, and some redundancy may be eliminated using this principle.

On the other hand, lossy encoders (MP-3, Real Audio) remove perceptual redundancy from a sound

signal. These encoding schemes remove those details from the sound signal that cannot be perceived

by the human ear using psycho-acoustic principles.
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The MPEG-4 standard has been developed for state-of-the-art representation, transmission and de-

coding of multimedia objects at a low bit-rate. The traditional coding techniques discussed above

are not enough to represent audio signals containing a large amount of musical content or sound

effects, and still maintain bandwidth efficiency. However, sound signals, especially music signals,

representstructural redundancy. In a soundtrack, many notes or sound events sound the same or

very similar. Also, many soundtracks contain repeating patterns, such as drumbeats. If all parts of

the soundtrack can be represented symbolically, a lot of redundant information can be eliminated

[4]. This characteristic of soundtracks motivates the use of a symbolic representation of signals

through sound-synthesis models, yielding a high compression ratio [6].

In the MPEG-4 standard, different parts of an audio-visual scene can be encoded as seperate com-

ponents. This separation of components allows each component to be encoded with an appropriate

encoding scheme. For example, simple audio content can be encoded using aGeneral Audioencoder

based on perceptual (or natural) audio coding techniques [12], [11]. Any voice component can be

encoded with a speech encoder [5], [1]. Any other audio components with substantial musical con-

tent can be encoded as structured audio. At the receiving terminal, these different components of

the MPEG-4 transmission stream are decoded separately. The MPEG-4 standard provides for a pro-

cessing layer, known as AudioBIFS (Audio Binary Information for Scene Description), which takes

the uncompressed outputs of these decoders and composes them to form a coherent audio scene.

The sound presented to the user after being processed by the AudioBIFS layer should contain any

effects for presentation of high quality audio for the user, such as reverberation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a description of the structured audio compo-

nent in MPEG-4. Section 3 gives an overview of the effects processing and audio composition

capabilities of the MPEG-4 standard. In Section 4, we provide a model for a reverberation effect in

LabVIEW, and some simulation results. Section 5 gives an overview of the software implementation
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of the system.

II. STRUCTUREDAUDIO IN MPEG-4

The MPEG-4 standard [3] allows for structured audio representations to be encoded and synthe-

sis algorithms specified as a computer program. A new language known as the Structured Audio

Orchestra Language (SAOL) has been developed for representation of structured audio and effects

in MPEG-4 audio scenes. Any MPEG-4 structured audio scene can be divided into two parts - the

orchestraand thescore. SAOL defines an orchestra as a set ofinstruments, where each instrument

describes some digital signal processing algorithm that synthesizes or manipulates sound. The struc-

tured audio decoder/synthesizer consists of aschedulerthat is initialized by compiling the SAOL

orchestra. The scheduler controls a digital signal processing system that synthesizes the sound based

on the algorithm described in SAOL at the audio sampling rate (or a-rate). The scheduler also reads

information from the score file at the control rate (or k-rate) and manipulates the sound output ac-

cordingly. The output of this decoding process is an uncompressedprimitive media object.

III. A UDIOBIFS: SOUND COMPOSITION AND EFFECTSPROCESSING

As described earlier, different parts of an MPEG-4 audio-visual scene are encoded and trans-

mitted separately. The respective decoders decode these parts and output uncompressed primitive

media objects. The primitive media objects output by the different decoders are not played directly.

Instead, these objects are combined into one coherent audio signal and presented to the user. The

processing layer which accomplishes this task is known as Audio Binary Information for Scene

Description (AudioBIFS), which is a part of the BIFS (Binary Information for Scene Description)

standard defined for composing the entire MPEG-4 scene from different audio and video objects and

presenting it to the user. The AudioBIFS system also supports abstract effects post-processing of

audio signals and virtual-reality composition. The goal is to provide functionality to present sound

based on the listener’s acoustic environment and allow custom digital audio effects to enhance the

quality of the composed signal.
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Fig. 1. AudioBIFS scene graph

The AudioBIFS layer uses ascene graphstructure to organize and compose audio material. A

node in the graph represents some operation on the audio signal, while the edges of the graph repre-

sent the signal flow. For example, in Figure 1, raw uncompressed data is received from the different

audio and speech decoders by theAudioSourcenodes, which attach the decoders to the AudioBIFS

system. Custom digital audio effects are added to the two audio signals in theAudioFX node. The

different audio streams are finally combined together through theAudioMix node and presented to

the upper layer for composition with the visual scenes, or sent to the audio output of the system. A

detailed description of all the AudioBIFS nodes is presented in [7].

To simulate the listener’s acoustic environment, a reverberation effect can be specified to theAu-

dioFX node through the SAOL opcodereverb. TheAudioFX node also has functionality to allow

the content designer to algorithmically specify any abstract effects in SAOL.
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Fig. 2. Jot’s Artificial Reverberation System

IV. REVERBERATION MODELING IN LABVIEW

Reverberation results from reflection of sound from other objects. Due to these reflections, the

signal received by the listener consists of the reflected components in addition to the original sound.

To make any synthesized audio signal sound natural, reverberation must be applied to it, such that

it models impulse of the acoustic environment of the listener. This response depends upon several

factors, such as, the dimensions of the room, the nature of the walls, and presence of other objects

in the room. Several systems for modeling artificial reverberation effects have been studied [8]. We

have modeled a reverberation system based on a delay and feedback network. The block diagram of

this system is shown in Figure 2. It is based on the work by Jot [10]. It consists of a parallel bank of

infinite impulse response (IIR) comb filters, whose output is fed back into the input through a gain

block. As shown in Figure 2, the intermediate signalsu1(n), u2(n), u3(n) are the IIR comb filter

outputs. The difference equation foru1(n) is given as:

u1(n) = v(n) + u1(n−m1) (1)
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Fig. 3. Impulse Response of the reverberation system

The impulse response of this system will give a measure of the decay of the reverberated signal

with respect to the original signal, and provide details on the delay and reverberation quality. We

model this system in LabVIEW. An impulse input is modeled as a very narrow triangle wave. This

impulse is added to a stationary white Gaussian noise process and fed into the reverberation filter.

The feedback and delay in the filter is modeled using a circular buffer in LabVIEW, where the buffer

values are rotated once during the execution of all the blocks. This is done by adding a delay of one

token on the feedback arcs. The impulse response of this filter is shown in Figure 3. According to

this response, we can see that there are some distinct high amplitude echoes in the time just after

the impulse. The response then settles down and decays towards zero. One cause of concern are the

periodic spikes in the signal. This may be occurring due to limit cycles in the IIR filter response.

These periodic spikes could be removed by adding a low pass filter at the output of thez−mi block to

bring the filter poles away from the edge of the unit circle, and reduce the pole Q (Quality Factor).

The reverberation time, also known as RT60, is defined as the time taken for the signal amplitude

to decay to -60dB below the original sound signal amplitude. In general, the reverberation time of the

artificial reverberation system depends upon the values ofm1,m2 andm3 and the gain of the filter.
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The reverb opcode for SAOL provides flexibility to specify a frequency dependent reverberation

time response, that is, the user can specify RT60 values for different frequency components in the

input signal. In order to modify the response of the reverberation filter, we need to add absorbent

filters,hi(z) after eachz−mi block [10]. The effect of this operation is to bring the poles of the comb

filters closer to the origin of the unit circle, thereby, dampening the response of the filter and causing

it to decay faster. The amount of pole displacement is determined by the desired reverberation time

response. A first order low pass filter design for an absorbent filter is given as [9], [10]:

hi(z) = gi
1− ai

1− aiz−1
(2)

gi gives the desired reverberation time at dc, andai gives the desired reverberation time at high

frequencies. They are given by:

gi = 10−3miT/Tr(0) (3)

ai =
ln(10)

4
log10(gi)(1−

1

α2
) (4)

where,

α =
Tr(0)

Tr(π/T )

T = sampleperiod

The impulse response of the damped reverberation filter is shown in Figure 4. We can see here that

the response decays faster towards zero, and does not show any periodic spikes that were seen in the

lossless filter.

The MPEG-4 AudioBIFS system is that it does not have embedded functionality to add the effects of

air absorption and Doppler effects due to relative motion between the source and the listener. Hence,

in the second version of the standard, three nodes were added to the existing AudioBIFS node set.

One of those nodes, theAcousticScenenode has fields which specify any artificial reverberation
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Fig. 4. Impulse Response of the damped reverberation system

effects based on the topology of the listener’s environment. The delaysm′is in the comb filters and

the absorbent filter characteristics can be appropriately modified to suit the parameters defined in the

AcousticScenenode. This results in a better quality sound, since the reverberation and spatialization

effects are based exactly on the listener’s acoustic environment.

V. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

As a part of this project, we have developed a system in C++ to study the working of some of the

nodes in the AudioBIFS scene graph, such as theAudioSwitch, AudioMix andAudioDelay nodes.

TheAudioFX node also has a SAOL execution engine, which executes all the instruments specified

in the orchestra at the a-rate, reads control parameters from the score at the k-rate, and modifies the

behavior of the system accordingly. The implementation of thereverb algorithm modeled above

can also be included in this system, such that the function is called whenever the reverb opcode is

called in the SAOL orchestra.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this project, we studied the nature and characteristics of the structured audio coding component

of the MPEG-4 standard. Structured audio represents sound synthesis and processing algorithms as
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a computer program written in a special modeling language known as SAOL. We also studied and

implemented the MPEG-4 standard for audio composition, known as AudioBIFS.

One of the major considerations involved in presentation of synthetic sound is to simulate the lis-

tener’s environment, and add effects to the sound signal such that it sounds natural. AudioBIFS has

the capability to process the sound with any effects specified in SAOL. One of the effects gener-

ally added to a signal is reverberation, which is the phenomenon of multiple echoes reaching the

listener after reflection with other objects in the surrounding environment. We modeled a digital re-

verberator system in LabVIEW and studied some enhancements to the system to meet the acoustic

requirements of the system.

Models similar to the reverberation model can be constructed and incorporated into the software

implementation of the AudioBIFS system. After that, hardware implementation details can be spec-

ified on high-performance digital signal processors or multimedia processors, that can implement

filtering operations efficiently.
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